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Phase synchronized states can emerge in the collective behavior of an ensemble of chaotic
coupled map lattices, due to a mean field interaction. This type of interaction is responsible for
synchronized chaotic global activity of the lattices, while the local activity of each map remains
unsynchronized. The resulting collective dynamics is called “weak synchronization.” The transition
to such a state is characterized in an ensemble of one-dimensional lattices of logistic maps, in terms
of the distance in phase among the different lattices. Its robustness against a small difference in the
map parameters is proved. We show that this phenomenon can be associated with pattern formation.
[S0031-9007(98)07439-0]
PACS numbers: 05.45.+b, 47.54.+ rSynchronizing chaotic systems means linking their tra-
jectories to the same values at the same times, so that they
remain in step with each other. The mechanism was origi-
nally proposed by Pecora and Carroll (PC) [1], who have
shown the possibility for two identical chaotic systems
evolving from different initial conditions to synchronize
by means of the transmission of a signal, provided that the
sub-Liapunov exponents of the subsystem to be synchro-
nized are all negative.
On the other hand, the possibility of encoding a message
within a chaotic dynamics has also been shown [2]. This
achievement, in connection with the original PC idea, has
stimulated further investigations in order to produce secure
communication between a message sender and a message
receiver [3].
Most recently, the concept of chaos synchronization has
been extended to that of phase synchronization of chaotic
systems [4]. In this process, the interaction of nonidenti-
cal chaotic systems can lead to a perfect locking of their
phases, whereas their amplitudes remain uncorrelated. The
transition to phase synchronization behavior of two cou-
pled oscillators has been characterized with reference to
the Rössler system [5,6].
All of the above body of literature refers to synchroniza-
tion behavior of confined systems, i.e., systems modeled by
ordinary differential equations. Synchronization of chaos
or, more generally, phase locking of chaotic signals in large
populations of coupled dynamical units, where each sepa-
rate unit may reside on a chaotic attractor, is currently a
subject of active investigations [7,8].
When dealing with populations of coupled dynamical
systems, sycnhronization behavior can affect either the
global activity of a population or the local activity of each
element of such a population. In Ref. [8], synchronization
of the collective chaotic evolution of the populations is
found as a direct consequence of local synchronization of
each single element of one population to the corresponding
elements of the other populations. Therefore, both global
and local activity undergo chaos synchronization at once.
This process will be called “strong synchronization.”0031-9007y98y81(17)y3639(4)$15.00The aim of this Letter is twofold. The first is to demon-
strate that phase synchronization behavior can be found in
spatially extended systems (an ensemble of chaotic cou-
pled map lattices) due to a global coupling on each ele-
ment of the lattice. The second is to characterize this
new dynamical regime which shows phase synchroniza-
tion of the global activity of the lattices, while the local
activity of each map remains unsynchronized. Therefore,
the emerging collective behavior will be called “weak
synchronization” (WS).
Let us consider an ensemble of N coupled one-
dimensional map lattices, each one formed by L logistic
maps. In this system, the state xik of the kth map (k ­
1, . . . , L) of the ith lattice (i ­ 1, . . . , N) evolves at time
n 1 1 through the rule
xiksn 1 1d ­ s1 2 2«1 2 2«2dF ik sxiksndd
1 «1F ik sxik21sndd 1 «1F ik sxik11sndd
1 «2F ik sM i21sndd 1 «2F ik sM i11sndd .
(1)
In Eq. (1), «1, «2 are real coupling parameters, F ik is the
logistic map defined by F ik sxd ­ mikxs1 2 xd; 0 , mik #
4 [9], and M isnd ; 1L
PL
k­1 x
i
ksnd is the mean activity of
the ith lattice at time n.
When «1 ­ «2 ­ 0, Eq. (1) describes the dynamics of
N 3 L independent logistic maps.
As soon as «1 Þ 0, Eq. (1) can be seen as a collection of
N independent one-dimensional lattices of logistic maps.
The maps are now coupled within each lattice by means of
a diffusive term.
Finally, «2 Þ 0 implies a global coupling among the lat-
tices which equally distributes on each element of one lat-
tice the mean activity of the nearest lattices. This latter
coupling will be responsible for a collective synchroniza-
tion behavior of the system, giving rise to WS. WS is
characterized by the fact that the global signals M istd and
M jstd (i Þ j) of two lattices undergo phase synchroniza-
tion in time, but all the maps xikstd and x
j
kstd (k ­ 1, . . . , L)© 1998 The American Physical Society 3639
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ance with what was previously reported in the literature
[10] about mean field coupling effects within a single one-
dimensional map lattice, here we consider the dynamical
correlations built between different one-dimensional lat-
tices, as a result of the exchange of their mean field.
Most of the results presented below pertain to the «1 ­
0 case. Let us then begin putting «2 Þ 0, and suppose that
all of the maps are identical, i.e., the parameters mik are all
equal to the same value m. Setting m . mc . 3.569946,
the maps enter the chaotic region [11]. In such a case,
Eq. (1) describes the behavior of L 3 N identical logistic
maps, all in the chaotic state, globally coupled through a
mean field interaction term. In the following, we focus
our attention on a system with N ­ L ­ 100, starting
from random initial conditions, and with periodic boundary
conditions. We set m . mc, and gradually increase «2.
For all choices of m . mc, a sharp transition toward a
WS state is observed at «2 ­ «2,csmd. In Fig. 1a we report
the case m ­ 3.755, «2 ­ 0.019, where the formation of
two clusters of phase synchronized chaotic M signals is
found. Phase synchronization implies that the phase dis-
tance of the signals is constant as a function of time [4,5].
Therefore, the situation reported in Fig. 1a corresponds to
a fully phase synchronized state. However, in the follow-
ing, we will distinguish among phase clusters, that is, clus-
ters made by signals whose distance in phase is constantly
equal to zero. In such a case, phase clusters are defined
as those containing the signals which show local maxima
(minima) at the same time.
The corresponding local dynamics of the maps is unsyn-
chronized with respect to that of the corresponding maps
of other lattices belonging to the same phase cluster. As
an example, we report in Fig. 1b the activity of all maps at
a given time within the WS regime of Fig. 1a. The pattern
of local activities looks random.
In order to quantitatively characterize WS and the tran-
sition to WS, we now define the distance in phase Di,j
between the global activity of the ith and jth lattices. For
this purpose, let us consider the signals M istd and M jstd,
and take the former signal as the reference signal for the
phase. At each time tn at which M istnd displays its nth
local minimum (maximum), we check whether M jstnd is
also a local minimum (maximum). If the above condition
does not hold, this means that the two signals do not belong
to the same phase cluster at t ­ tn, and we add one to their
phase distance by writing Di,jsn 1 1d ­ Di,jsnd 1 1. In
the opposite case, the two signals are clustered in phase,
so that their phase distance is left unchanged. We then
look for the next local minimum (maximum) at time tn11.
After having traveled through the signal M istd, we repeat
the same procedure taking M jstd as the reference signal
for the phase. The final value of Di,j is an integer number
ranging from zero (perfect phase clustering) to Ni 1 Nj
(signals not clustered in phase), Ni sNjd being the total
number of local extrema of the ith ( jth) lattice.3640100 125 150
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FIG. 1. (a) Temporal evolution of the global activities of
the lattices. The eight displayed signals correspond to eight
different lattices, forming two phase clusters (thin and thick
lines). The signals have been conveniently shifted in the
vertical axis, in order to highlight the phase synchronization.
The scale in the M axis allows one to estimate the range
of the chaotic fluctuations of the signals. m ­ 3.755, «1 ­ 0,
and «2 ­ 0.019. N ­ L ­ 100, random initial conditions, and
periodic boundary conditions. (b) Corresponding pattern of
local activities of the maps, after 200 iterations within WS.
The codification gray scale is reported.
The phase differences Di,j are distributed within a
probability distribution function P sDd, which assigns to
any value of D the total number of lattice couples with
phase difference D. Such a distribution function is a good
indicator of how much phase synchronization is realized
in the collective behavior of our system, and of how phase
synchronization is dynamically constructed.
Namely, we proceed as follows. Starting from random
initial conditions, we let the system of Eq. (1) evolve for
a number N0 of iterates at m ­ 4 (ergodic chaos [11]).
Then, we increase «2 by a given step, and we consider as
the initial condition the final state of the previous evolution
of the system. We let the system evolve for other N0
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system reaches WS. At this point, we begin decreasing
the parameter «2 step-by-step, until again reaching phase
desynchronization, always taking as initial condition of the
new iteration the final state of the previous one.
At the beginning of the process, the system is not phase
synchronized, and the phase differences are randomly dis-
tributed within a unimodal (single peak) function (Fig. 2a,
«2 ­ 0.0172). When «2 ­ «2,c ­ 0.0181 a sharp transi-
tion is observed toward WS, which is realized by the cre-
ation of two phase clusters, each one of them formed by a
large number of phase synchronized lattices. The distribu-
tion function of the phase differences is reported in Fig. 2b.
The two peaks refer to the two clusters. Precisely, the peak
at D ­ 0 refers to the phase difference between two lat-
tices of the same cluster, whereas the other peak refers to
the phase difference between a lattice of one cluster and a
lattice of the other. By further increasing «2, the two phase
clusters grow, until taking all of the available lattices of
the system (as can be appreciated by Fig. 2c, realized for
«2 ­ 0.0185). At this point, the gradual reduction of «2
starts from a totally phase synchronized state.
The process of phase desynchronization appears to be
very different from that of phase synchronization. From
one side, the transition from WS to phase desynchroniza-
tion is not sharp, but it passes through intermediate situa-
tions, where many small phase clusters appear, in addition
to the main two. From the other side, global desynchro-
nization reoccurs for «2 values much smaller than «2,c, thus
revealing the presence of some hysteresis phenomenon.
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FIG. 2. Distribution functions of D (see text for defini-
tion) for (a) «2 ­ 0.0172, (b) «2 ­ 0.0181, (c) «2 ­ 0.0185,
(d) «2 ­ 0.0182, (e) «2 ­ 0.0179 (f) «2 ­ 0.0166. In all
cases m ­ 4. Other parameters, initial, and boundary condi-
tions as in the caption of Fig. 1. In all cases, the vertical
axis is normalized to the value of the maximum of the his-
togram of (c).The phase histograms of Figs. 2d («2 ­ 0.0182) and
2e («2 ­ 0.0179) show the formation of microclusters of
phase synchronized lattices, which subtract the population
to the two main clusters, and finally the transition to
the phase unsynchronized state occurs at «2 ­ 0.0166
(Fig. 2f). Notice that the new phase distribution function
is centered at a smaller D value with respect to that of
Fig. 2a, meaning that phase desynchronization has already
occurred, but the system appears to retain some memory of
the fact that it is coming from a phase synchronized state,
so that the average phase difference is now smaller.
Let us introduce a new phase difference di,j between
lattices i and j (i Þ j), which is now the sum of the L
phase differences between each element of the ith lattice
and the corresponding one of the jth lattice, calculated
in the same way as above. The comparison between
the two probability distributions for D and d provides a
classification of the synchronization behavior. In strong
synchronization [8], the two distribution functions are
equal, because global synchronization is the consequence
of the simultaneous local synchronization of each lattice
element. However, in WS, the two distribution functions
may be very different, as can be appreciated by looking
at Fig. 3, which reports the distribution function of d for
m ­ 4, «2 ­ 0.0185. This distribution function should
be compared with that of Fig. 2c. While the latter is
a signature of phase synchronized global activities, the
former does not show any synchronization feature.
The scenario described above is generally observed for
any m . mc.
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FIG. 3. Distribution function of d (see text for definition)
for m ­ 4, «1 ­ 0, and «2 ­ 0.0185 [same situation as
in Fig. 2(c)]. While the lattices are phase synchronized
[Fig. 2(c)], each map of the lattices is unsynchronized. The
vertical axis has been conveniently normalized to the maximum
value of the histogram.3641
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dimensional patterns in the local activity of the maps.
Parameters are m ­ 4 (equal for all maps), «1 ­ 0.2, and
«2 ­ 0.018. The same initial and boundary conditions as in
the caption of Fig. 1.
If one further increases the coupling constant «2 far
above the critical value for the emergence of WS, the
system begins synchronizing the signals M istd (i ­
1, . . . , N) onto periodic states. More precisely, the syn-
chronized state now becomes periodic, and recapitulates
the bifurcation diagram of the single logistic map, from
the chaotic state up to the period one state, which is real-
ized at «2 ­ 18 . The reason is that the coupling reduces
the map parameter m to m˜ ­ ms1 2 2«2d. Thus, the
single map reenters the periodic cascade region for large
values of «2, and the difference in «2 between period Q
and period Q2 synchronized states shrinks by the same
Feigenbaum factor d . 4.669 [11].
Let us now discuss the robustness of the above scenario
against small differences in the parameter values of the
single maps. For this purpose, we consider in Eq. (1) the
different mik parameters for each map. mik are randomly
selected between maximal and minimal values (mmin #
mik # mmax) for all maps and for all lattices. Selecting
mmin . mc and mmax # 4 means considering an ensemble
of nonidentical chaotic logistic maps coupled by a global
mean field interaction. The results are the same as in the
case of identical maps: For all choices of mmin and mmax, a
critical value of «2 exists at which a sharp transition to WS
occurs, with the same dynamical features as those reported
in Figs. 1–3.
Finally, we show that WS behavior can be associated
with spatial pattern formation. Spatial pattern formation is
a feature of Eq. (1) as soon as «1 Þ 0, implying a diffusive
coupling among the maps of the same lattice, which may
lead to the appearence of one-dimensional patterns of map
activity. Such patterns are then coupled through a second3642collective interaction (that occurring at «2 Þ 0), implying
only mean field effects between lattices. Figure 4 shows
that the appearence of two-dimensional patterns can be
associated with WS phenomena.
In conclusion, we have shown that a phase synchronized
state can emerge in the collective behavior of an ensemble
of chaotic coupled map lattices, due to a mean field inter-
action. Such a new dynamical regime, and the transition
to it, has been quantitatively studied in an ensemble of one-
dimensional lattices of logistic maps. The relevance ofWS
in parallel signal transmission and its relationship with pat-
tern formation phenomena will be studied elsewhere.
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